Intracoronary Imaging—Can It Make Difference in State of the Art PCI?
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Abstract

There is an anatomy and there is an anatomy. Angiography is a rough method used for estimating dimensions. By completing the intervention with intracoronary imaging, one can directly characterize lesion composition, elucidate pathophysiology, and luminal size measurement. This review describes patients and lesions where imaging may be most beneficial, along with up-to-date evidence of the impact induced on cardiovascular events by the intracoronary imaging. It summarizes the importance of organizing procedural strategies and the use of various imaging methods such as optical coherence tomography or intravascular ultrasound for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) to improve stent optimization. Further, various advantages and disadvantages are associated with the use of imaging methods OCT and IVUS in the management of PCI and the elucidation of the causes of stent failure are discussed. It also explains the use of OCT or IVUS in various severe pathological conditions such as severe kidney disease (CKD), left main disease, bifurcation lesion, acute coronary syndrome (ACS), and patients present with high bleeding risk. It also describes diagnostic imaging of patients with vulnerable plaques. We will also talk about various other advanced imaging methods such as investigational Micro-optical Coherence Tomography and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS).
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Abbreviation: ACS: Acute Coronary Syndrome; ATM: Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated; CFA: Common femoral artery; CTO: Chronic Total Occlusion; DAPT: nDual Antiplatelet Therapy; DES: Drug-Eluting Stent; EHL: Electrohydraulic Lithotripsy; ESWL: Extracorporeal Shockwave Lithotripsy; PAD: Peripheral Arterial Disease;
Introduction

In addition to angiography, certain patients are required to undergo further intracoronary assessment, intermediate lesions may be subjected to the following physiological assessment such as fractional flow reserve (FFR). Stent thrombosis and restenosis is reduced by the intracoronary imaging method in PCI which is quite beneficial associated with it. Assessment after high-pressure balloon inflation and of small vessels, long lesions, bifurcations, left main (LM) is feasible [1]. When assessing a bare-metal stent, a larger minimal lumen area (MLA) reduces angiographic restenosis and revascularization within the stent. With drug-eluting stents (DES), intracoronary imaging (Matrix registry) reduced the incidence of deaths, myocardial infarction (MI) and major cardiovascular adverse events (MACE) that occurred after 30 days, 1 and 2 years. [2]. Coronary angiography is a benchmark. However, it has various limitations because of providing anatomical intravascular data and also it doesn’t offer insight into physiological correlation. Intracoronary imaging provides precise and accurate measurements and reduces interobserver variability. It can be informative about vessel anatomy, the severity of disease and morphology as well as vessel sizing. Furthermore, precise determination of dimensions of the vessel, the composition of plaque, extent of narrowing in the vessels can be done by using advanced intracoronary imaging systems such as intravascular sound (IVUS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) which facilitate the selection of the best suitable intervention method such as the use of atheroblative devices, stent sizing, and stent deployment optimization with the objective
to provide the best clinical outcomes to the patients. Due to such advantages, enormous growth in understanding the pathophysiology of coronary artery disease is made by the development of invasive intracoronary imaging modalities such as IVUS, OCT and NIRS [3]. It especially helps in complex procedures, especially the LM and bifurcation disease and can be useful in patients with stent failures [4-6]. Also, imaging can be used to identify vulnerable plaques and to guide about the future research. Various advanced imaging technologies are in the development phase. With the objective to demonstrate that clinical outcomes are improved by the intracoronary imaging tools, robust clinical trials need to be conducted [7]. Considering all aspects, objective of this review article is to discuss about the various available advanced intravascular imaging devices and their applications, the role of these devices in the identification of pathophysiological characteristics of the atherosclerotic plaque, objectives of stent optimization and stent sizing.

Learning objectives

- How the difference among the various intravascular imaging devices
- To understand about method of using the available intravascular imaging devices
- To understand about the improvement in clinical outcomes induced by the stent optimization
- To understand about the evolving role in management of vulnerable plaque played by the intravascular imaging methods
- To understand the evolving role of micro-OCT in humans.

Comparison of IVUS with OCT

- In ILUMEN-III trial, OCT-guided PCI method was compared with IVUS guided by PCI guided by minimal stent area (MSA) is the primary end point of this study which was non-inferior in both arms. In the OCT group, the significant dissections and malposition’s were found to be less [8]. In OPINION Resynchronization Therapy (RCT), failure of the target vessel at 12 months follow-up of PCI was considered as the clinical endpoint which was found to be non-inferior in OCT guided PCI in comparison to the IVUS guided PCI. Also, the binary restenosis was identical in two groups [9]. With OCT, we are able to determine vessel size, stent under expansion, dissection, and thrombus. We can have a better assessment of intermediate lesions, which is sometimes not clear on using the coronary angiography.
- IVUS has the advantage that it penetrates about 8 mm inside the vessel, whereas OCT can penetrate only 3 mm. Also, IVUS has the superior role as no contrast is used and also in patients in which ostial lesions require assessment. OCT has a better resolution as compared to IVUS in general. But recently used high definition IVUS gives resolution comparable to OCT. OCT shows the ability to visualize intrastent tissue,
hence it is useful in new classification systems for in-stent restenosis (ISR). OCT can differentiate between a ruptured plaque and non-ruptured thin cap fibroatheroma (TCFA), while lumen area and plaque burden is evaluated by the IVUS and has the ability to discriminate TCFA [10]. The composition of the plaque and the structural details are better delineated by OCT which may not be seen in IVUS. The comparison of CAG, IVUS and OCT in different PCI situations is shown in Table 1 [11]. The relative advantages and disadvantages of IVUS and OCT in PCI optimization are discussed in table 2 [12] and table 3 [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical feature</th>
<th>Angiography</th>
<th>IVUS</th>
<th>OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal of LMCA stenosis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal of non-LMCA stenosis</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localize the culprit lesion</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding the vulnerable plaque</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++ (VH-IVUS)</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinch the possibility of MI during procedure and risk of distal embolization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+++ (VH-IVUS)</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size the vessel undergoing stent implantation</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize stent results</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate stent thrombosis or restenosis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Analyzing CAG, IVUS and OCT in different PCI situations [11]. o: no data; +: less data; ++: moderate data; +++: extensive data; † LMCA: Left Main Coronary Artery; IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography; MI: Myocardial Infarction; PCI: Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; CAG: Coronary Angiogram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IVUS Superiority</th>
<th>OCT Superiority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More experience à Usage of IVUS is prevalent since 30 years</td>
<td>10 times higher clarity compared from IVUS à It can detect very minute observations which IVUS can miss Malposition, neointima on struts of stent, dissections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging can be done without pre-dilatation in most of cases.</td>
<td>More characterization of plaque and vessel wall like calcium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVUS penetrate adventitia which allows exact sizing of vessel and stent</td>
<td>Thrombus can be detected more often and its varieties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVUS has been studied extensively and various trials give indications that it can guide the procedure. Also, clinical outcomes are well studied</td>
<td>It is clearer and interpretation is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVUS shows predicted evidence of restenosis which is well documented</td>
<td>The tissue characters of OCT in ISR and ST are well studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In CTO PCI there is better help</td>
<td>Gives more accurate measurements because of availability of automatic AI enabled OCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There can be difficulty in clarifying the images

The characterization of tissue can be challenging

Evaluation of coverage of struts by neointima cannot be done

Evaluation of Malposition is less clear

Less clarity on views which are longitudinal

Intravenous contrast required

Flushing required

preparation of bed before OCT frequently required

Less penetration of OCT is a handicap

There are limited trails of OCT guidance as compared to angiography and no RCT which compares the clinical outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inferiority</th>
<th>Inference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There can be difficulty in clarifying the images</td>
<td>Intravenous contrast required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The characterization of tissue can be challenging</td>
<td>Flushing required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of coverage of struts by neointima cannot be done</td>
<td>preparation of bed before OCT frequently required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of Malposition is less clear</td>
<td>Less penetration of OCT is a handicap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less clarity on views which are longitudinal</td>
<td>There are limited trails of OCT guidance as compared to angiography and no RCT which compares the clinical outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Superiority and inferiority of IVUS and OCT for PCI facilitation and optimization [12].

† IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography; CTO: Chronic Total Occlusion; PCI: Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; AI: Artificial Intelligence; ISR: In-Stent Restenosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Domain OCT</th>
<th>IVUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1.3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial resolution</td>
<td>10-15 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral resolution</td>
<td>40-90 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration in tissue</td>
<td>2-3.5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of view</td>
<td>&lt; 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal frame rate</td>
<td>100-200 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal pullback speed</td>
<td>20-40 mm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of basic OCT and IVUS features [12].

† fps: frames per second; IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography.

The non-inferiority of OCT vs IVUS for aiding during PCI in context to acute outcomes and long-term results have been seen in ILUMIEN-III and OPINION trials. Similarly, recently network meta-analysis of 17 RCT’s and 14 observational studies demonstrated that IVUS or OCT guidance leads to a severe reduction in various MACE or cardiovascular mortality as compared to the angiographic guidance, with similar efficacy [13].

In the cases of diffuse disease, the OCT imaging method is unable to assess the various parameters such as plaque burden evaluation and measuring the size of the vessel due to its lower penetration power in the tissue, especially in tissues having high lipid content. In patients present with ostial LM lesions, chronic total occlusion (CTO) and renal insufficiency, IVUS is the preferred modality [14]. In contrast, OCT is more advantageous in the characterization of plaque, and in the detection of morphologies that are related to stents or its lumen, incorrect wire position or malposition and dissections. The SYNTAX II study reported outcomes better than historical controls because protocols included coronary physiology-based revascularization and IVUS guided stenting. Till now IVUS guided PCI in RCT’s have demonstrated superior clinical outcomes. However, proper technique and correct imaging interpretation are of paramount importance in influencing the clinical outcomes [15,16].
The recommendations for Intravascular imaging method adjunctive uses for diagnostic evaluations and optimization of PCI and the guidelines are described in tables 4 [17] & 5 [18,19] and figure 1.

**Figure 1:** Which patient’s benefits from imaging guidance?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Appraisal of Coronary arteries</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mostly agreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lesions such as dissections, thrombus or calcified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also, if there is equivocal finding Appraisal of LMCA stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal of stenosis involving bifurcations Assessment of culprit vessel in MI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PCI facilitation and stent optimization</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Randomized trial evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In lesions which are long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In CTO PCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly agreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients sustaining MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMCA stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment of bioresorbable devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD patients especially (IVUS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>To find out cause of stent failure</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Use of Intracoronary Imaging for appraisal of CAD, PCI facilitation and stent optimization [17].

† LMCA: Left Main Coronary Artery; MI: Myocardial Infarction; CTO: Chronic Total Occlusion; PCI: Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; CKD: Chronic Kidney Disease; IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; ISR: In-stent Restenosis.
### IVUS/OCT in 2018 ESC/EACTS Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With the objective to predict the intermediate grade stenosis hemodynamic relevance, FFR or iFR is recommended especially when the ischemia evidence is not available.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the patients present with the muti vessel disease undergoing PCI, FFR-guided PCI should be recommended</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the assessment of severity of the unprotected left main lesions, IVUS should be recommended.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IVUS/OCT in 2021 ACC/AHA/SCAI guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With the objective to reduce various ischemic events in the patients present with the left main or complex coronary artery stenting who are undergoing coronary stent implantation, to provide procedural guidance IVUS can be used</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further, OCT imaging method is the alternative method to the IVUS method for procedural guidance in the patients undergoing coronary stent implantation, expect in the patient present with the ostial left main disease</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To evaluate the mechanism behind the failure of stent in the patient present with the stent failure, both imaging method IVUS or OCT are the promising imaging methods that can be used</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: IVUS/OCT in the Guidelines [18,19].

† CTO: Chronic Total Occlusion; PCI: Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; FFR: fractional flow reserve; iFR: instantaneous wave-free ratio; OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography.

### OCT patterns of ISR

In the era of drug-eluting stent understanding the morphological characteristics of infrequent stent restenosis is a serious clinical challenge. A piece of evidence is provided by the clinical studies that based on the geometry of the stent, reduced concentration of the local drug might be the reason for the in-stent restenosis [20,21].

In-stent restenosis process is considered as quite stable process, in early phase of this process hyperplasia is observed.

The optical coherence tomography (OCT) is the high-resolution imaging method which is associated with huge advantage to demonstrate the differential morphological pattern of the restenosis tissue after stenting [24]. The technical & biological mechanisms of ISR are described in figure 2 [19]. Current OCT findings demonstrated that neointima, thrombi and neointimal rupture are the morphological characteristics present in the in-stent TCFA (thin-cap fibroatheroma) in DES failure patients present with ISR [25]. The layered appearance of the restenosis tissue (figure 3) occurred due to variations in
the morphological and anatomical features of tissues present further from the lumen which appears heterogenous and homogenous visualization of the inner luminal border [26]. Micro-vessels in restenosis can be recognized by using the OCT as suggested by postmortem histological data [27,28]. Furthermore, in comparison to the greyscale IVUS, neointimal rupture and thrombi detected in restenosis tissue were higher in comparison to the OCT due to its high spatial resolution [29]. The OCT patterns of ISR in a patient presenting with stable and unstable angina are shown in figure 4 [30]. Accordingly, the treatment strategy of ISR can be guided by Intracoronary imaging (Table 6).

Figure 2: Technical & Biological Mechanisms of ISR [19].

Figure 3: ISR patterns as evaluated by IVUS and OCT.
**Figure 4:** OCT patterns of ISR in different situations [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISR Mechanism</th>
<th>Potential Treatments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unstented/gap segment</td>
<td>BA, DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe neointimal hyperplasia</td>
<td>BA, laser, DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stent fracture</td>
<td>BA, DES, brachytherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undersized</td>
<td>BA high pressure, scoring balloon, larger DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underexpansion</td>
<td>BA high pressure inflation, scoring balloon, laser, atherectomy, DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;layers of stent</td>
<td>Laser, brachytherapy, outside US-DCB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Intravascular Imaging: Critical for guiding ISR treatment strategy.
† DES: Drug Eluting Stent; DCB: Drug Coated Balloon.

**Down the road Intracoronary Imaging**

OCT has emerged as a benchmark imaging method that has overcome many limitations of angiography and IVUS. OCT has provided unique insight into atherosclerotic plaque along with the ability to understand the tissue response underlying stent implantation. The upcoming growth in OCT is filled with a lot of opportunities for interventional cardiologists. The recent developments can increase the clinical use of OCT. To name a few:
• In pulmonary hypertension, enhanced neointimal formation detection [31].
• Vasculopathy induced by transplantation.
• Improving imaging time as well as quality.
• There can be a better depiction of the character of the fibrous cap with the use of different cellular targeting substances which are tagged with fluorophore [32].

The microstructures at cellular and subcellular levels can be visualized by using micro-OCT, as studied in animal models.

**Lesion Significance & Stent Sizing**

For the stent sizing or optimal procedure endpoints which can guide implantation of stent, there are no criteria which can be standardized either we utilize OCT or IVUS. The ongoing large, randomized trials-the IMPROVE (Impact on Revascularization-Outcomes of IVUS Guided Treatment of Complex Lesions and Economic Impact) trial (NCT04221815) and the RENOVATE (Randomized Controlled Trial of Intravascular Imaging Guidance versus Angiography-Guidance on Clinical Outcomes After Complex Percutaneous Coronary Intervention) trial (NCT03381872)-will guide us regarding the outcomes of IVUS vs Angiography guided interventions [33].

The MUSIC (Multicenter Ultrasound Stenting in Coronaries) Study criteria [34] were created in order to obtain optimal stent implantation, which included complete stent apposition and adequate expansion of the stent. The criteria for optimization were fulfilled in only 56% of cases. As a result, a simpler way can be utilized in stent sizing and optimization. In OCT we can rely on external elastic membrane (EEM) quantifications. It can result in similar sizing of the stent to that used with guidance of IVUS to (avert) target vessel failure (TVF). The minimal stent area (MSA) that predicted (prediction) ISR at 9 months remained the same across different stent types like sirolimus-eluting stents (SES), zotarolimus-eluting stents (ZES), everolimus-eluting stents (EES) [5.5, 5.3, and 5.4mm², respectively] [35]. The landing zone, which has plaque more than 50% by IVUS [36] or lipid rich lesions seen by OCT are associated with complications like MI, ISR and edge dissection which should be avoided. Also, the calcification with an arch and TCFA at stent edge can also be the predictor of stent edge dissection [37].

In the Centro per la Lotta Contro l’Infarto-Optimisatio of Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (CLI-OPCI) study [38], suggested various guidelines to achieve optimal stent deployment such as having mean reference lumen area of MSA> 90% stent malapposition) with a distance of <200µm, edge dissections with a width of less than 200µm, and narrowing of the lumen edge with a lumen area plaque protrusion inside a stent are not clinically pertinent when detected by OCT.

**Stent Sizing**

**To summarize stent sizing**

- Stent sizing should be based on the distal reference dimension. The optimization of proximal and mid
regions suggests a straightforward as well as safe approach. Especially, the up rounding of the stent with mean lumen diameter (0-0.25mm), or the EEM to EEM quantification associated with down computing to the 0.25 mm stent size may be utilized.

- EEM reference-based sizing strategy appears practical while utilizing OCT. Selection of the landing zone in appropriate way is quite important (<50% plaque) As subsequent restenosis is associated with presence of the tissue having high lipid content at the edge of the stent.
- To determine stent length and perfect placement, co-registration of angiography and OCT or IVUS is convenient.

Post-Intervention predictors of clinical outcomes

Imaging criteria for adequate results

- >80% in relation to the distal vessel is a must in clinical practice.
- In non-LM lesions, MSA of >5.5mm² by IVUS and >4.5mm² with OCT is targeted. They are the cutoff to predict future events.
- If anatomically viable, gross malposition after stent implantation should be corrected. Complete apposition might promote early endothelization of stent struts.
- When malposition is less than 0.5 mm which extends up to 1 mm, the correction, is not recommended. This might attract neointimal formation. However, this needs to be validated in RCTs.
- Variations in the protruding tissue composition is the reason of various adverse outcomes when it is compared to tissue prolapse in ACS with stable CAD.
- Late and very late stent thrombosis is majorly caused by the delayed acquired malposition.
- In scenarios of a residual stent edge stenosis, the Imaging with either IVUS or OCT can demonstrate hematoma as a cause of residual stent edge stenosis.
- IVUS or OCT detected large dissections are considered as the independent predictors of MACE.

Remaining burden of the plaque, lateral or lengthwise plaque extension, involvement of medial or adventitial layer and extension across the distal end of the stent, potentiate the risk of various future events.

Goals of stent optimization

- Largest possible minimum stent area (>5mm² or >90% reference area)
- Avoid landing in significant plaque burden (>50%)
- Avoid gross malapposition (>1.0mm)
- Correct edge dissections (where involving media and >3mm in length) figure 5.
**Plaque Composition (Lipid, Thrombus and Calcium)**

- OCT is better at assessing calcium thickness
- The risk of under expansion of the stent increases if calcium arc and thickness are more than 180° and 0.5 mm respectively.
- Improved stent expansion is often linked with calcium fractures is evident on post-lesion preparation.
- A combined approach might be prudent in cases, where there are large calcium pools that fail to demonstrate calcium fracture after the initial bed preparation.
- During stenting of plaques rich in lipid content, risk of various adverse outcomes such as no-reflow phenomenon or peri-procedural MI increased. Whether detecting a lipid-containing lesion or a necrotic plaque by OCT or IVUS before embarking on PCI, impacts clinical outcomes needs to be demonstrated.
- Post PCI adequate expansion should be achieved with additional dilatation with higher balloon diameters. Optimal stent expansion was defined as an MSA >90% of the distal reference lumen or an MSA ≥5 mm² in ULTIMATE [50].

In this study, the 1.5% event rate was achieved with optimal stent expansion. However, even after IVUS or OCT guidance, the optimization was achieved in only approximately 50% of cases.

The problems related to stent edge occur secondary to expansion of stent as stent problems related to stent edge occur secondary to expansion of stent related events predictors. The factors which require additional stent implantation are as follows:
• Intramural hematomas
• Geographic miss
• Significant stent edge dissections i.e., that have a reduced effective area of lumen (<4.5 mm²), extending to the media or more than 3mm in length associated with a dissection arc of >90°.

There is a misinterpretation of whether any adverse outcomes are induced by acute stent malapposition [51]. It is seen in approximately 15% and 50% of DES using IVUS and OCT respectively. Adverse events are not induced by acute malapposition in the absence of under expansion of stent.

It requires treatment when located at the proximal edge so that rewiring during future intervention become easier. In this event, it should be corrected by using a larger diameter balloon. In case of thrombosis within the stent or tissue prolapse inside the stent, the additional stent is required only if the effective lumen area is reduced, or it is causing acute coronary syndrome (ACS) [52-54]. During stenting, myonecrosis and plaque rupture can occur if TCFAs are detected [55]. OCT or NIRS can detect TCFAs, large lipid plaque and plaque rupture can be detected by both imaging methods IVUS and OCT.

There have been various publications assessing intravascular imaging-guided DES implantation, comprising 20 RCTs, 65 registries and 30 meta-analyses that revealed the mortality advantage of IVUS guidance when compared with angiographic guidance [56]. Further, at 1 year follow-up IVUS guidance halved the rate of adverse events demonstrated by the findings of the one of the largest RCTs. [53]. At five years follow-up, the positive results continued, and improvements were seen beyond 1 year of follow up. The data with OCT is sparse but a Bayesian network meta-analysis showed similar results as that of IVUS guidance [57]. OCT and IVUS characteristics of plaque are seen in figure 6 & 7 respectively [58].

**Plaque composition in special populations**

OCT imaging method can be used to visualize the external elastic lamina in the presence of fibrotic plaque or normal vessel, whereas the presence of necrotic core or lipid attenuates light and makes EEL unclear. With IVUS the attenuation caused by lipid is not as much when compared with OCT, making an exception in the attendance of a large necrotic core containing TCFA.

OCT method is recommended method for the determination of TCFA, due to its higher resolution and ability to assess fibrous cap, while lipid characterization is best with the dual-modality device having NIRS with IVUS.

Thrombus is best assessed with OCT as it can distinguish white from red thrombus. OCT is superior for providing an accurate assessment of calcium thickness when compared to IVUS, as it penetrates calcium better. However, both the modalities assess arc and length of calcium equally good and are better as compared to angiography.
In the assessment of an angioplasty balloon to fracture the calcium, a vital role is played by the thickness of calcium, which is quite useful in achieving the optimum expansion of stent in heavily calcified lesions [59]. An OCT-based score came into the limelight with the objective to predict the expansion of the stent and requirement for the modification of the calcium. It has been suggested that adjunctive techniques like atherectomy or lithotripsy should be included in the presence of calcium with an arc greater than 180° along with thickness >0.5 mm, also length >5 mm [60]. Similarly, a IVUS score has been created,
suggesting the arc of calcium >270° and >5.0 mm in length, presence of circumferential calcium or a calcified nodule and vessel size. By OCT, the plaques, which are remodeled positives adjunctive techniques mainly fracture the plaque of harder superficial calcium with only minor debulking and are not useful in the absence of superficial calcium.

Goals in therapy in CAC

Crossing the lesion/modifying Plaque
- Crossing the Lesion
- Enables the access for upscaling balloons and stents

Plaque modification
- Debulking calcific plaque
- Inducing calcium fracture
- Maximizing luminal gain (stent expansion)

Summary and conclusion

Angiographic severe calcification leads to various adverse outcomes such as higher tactical vocal fremitus rates and stent under expansion. In the presence of angiographic severe calcification, an algorithmic approach, utilizing intravascular imaging, can guide optimal therapy.

Device selection is dependent on the intravascular imaging findings. Calcium fracture (or nodular debulking) should be identified for (DES) deployment. Various types of CAC and treatment modalities are shown in figure 8 & figure 9.

Figure 8: Types of CAC and treatment.
Special Populations

Acute coronary syndromes (ACS)

Various pathological studies have suggested certain culprit lesions in patients succumbing suddenly to ACS: mainly plaque rupture in 65%, followed by erosions in 30% and calcified nodule in approx. 5%, leading finally to a common thrombus formation. Though they might be clinically evident, VANQWISH (Veterans Affairs Non-Q-Wave Infarction Strategies In-Hospital) study demonstrated no or multiple culprits in 50% of cases [61].

The major characteristics feature of the atherosclerotic plaque was the maximum lipid core burden index of more than 400 within the 4 mm long segment which demonstrate about the plaques induced ST-elevation MI an evidence provided by the another study but it was not observed in the patients presents with calcified nodules or talostubos cardiomyopathy, coronary artery dissections (SCAD). Rupturing of the plaque in half of the patients present with STEMI is detected by the imaging method OCT and IVUS. However, detection of the ruptured plaques is done by OCT in quite better way. Moreover, erosion can also be detected by OCT method. This is proposed by the some of the authors that erosions in most of the culprits are caused by an intact fibrous cap and are more stable than plaque rupture, so it may be possible to avoid stenting [62-64].

Further, identification of the SCAD and calcified nodules can be done by using both imaging methods IVUS and OCT. The online KAMIR (Korea AMI Registry-National Institute of Health database) registry of 11,731 patients with STEMI undergoing primary PCI suggested mortality advantage of IVUS or
OCT over angiographic guidance, demonstrated decreased patient or device-oriented clinical events [65]. Healing and rupturing of the plaques are frequent findings reported in the patients present with STEMI or non-Q wave infraction, though it lacks any evidence to be treated actively. Culprit lesions in atherosclerotic lesions and non-atherosclerotic causes are depicted in figure 10.

![Figure 10: Culprit lesions in ACS.](image)

**LM Disease and Bifurcation**

**Intracoronary imaging of LM Stenosis Severity**

The IVUS parameter which is a key determinant for deciding the need for intervention is the MLA. A value of less than or equal to 6mm² is accepted for the LM. Jasti, et al [66] initially came up with the cut off utilizing FFR as an indicator of significant physiological ischemia. Moreover, by using FFR along with IVUS for analyzing functional severity of LM stenosis, is also a prognostic indicator. While doing IVUS interrogation of LM, it is critical for the operator to disengage the guiding catheter and maintain a conjoining relation between IVUS catheter and LM ostium. Thereafter, the pullback should be performed to the LM from both LAD (Left Anterior Descending Artery) and LCX (left circumflex artery) sequentially. The smaller MLA on the two pullbacks is most accurate and pullback from both arteries provides a complete and accurate assessment of plaque distribution [67]. IVUS criteria for stent optimization in LM are depicted in figure 11 [68].
Procedure Planning and Optimization - IVUS Step by Step

Imaging in LM can be performed to indicate whether the lesion requires modification as in calcified lesions and also the distribution of plaque (single vs two stents), ostial location, a stent size and length, landing zones and vessel size. IVUS is recommended as the useful modality for the optimization of the stent. The plaque distribution can be seen with angiography is different from that evaluated by IVUS (figure 12) [69].

Figure 11: IVUS criteria for stent optimization [68].

Figure 12: IVUS classification for LMCA bifurcation plaque distribution [69].
Qualitative Assessment of Lesion Calcium

In LM lesions, calcium is commonly present [70].

IVUS or OCT can define the extent of calcium and the need for lesion modification with atherectomy or lithotripsy, to decrease complications of stent under expansion [71]. The modification devices should be utilized for heavy calcification and calcified nodule [72,73].

Stent Sizing

IVUS can provide accurate information pertaining to stent length and diameter. It can assess balloon size for the proximal optimization technique (POT). IVUS use in LM bifurcation is shown in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-PCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pullback from MB (LAD), check entry of SB (LCX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullback from SB (LCX) if possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>During the procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check guidewire position after re-crossing the guidewire through stent struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if IVUS catheter is going smoothly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check the guidewire position at the side of crossing (middle or distal crossing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final IVUS from both MB and SB to Ostium to check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete stent apposition, stent deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissection/injury in SB following KBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury in LMT to guiding catheter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: IVUS use in LM bifurcation.

† MB: Main Branch; SB: Side Branch; LAD: Left Anterior Descending Artery; LCX: Left Circumflex Artery; IVUS: Intravascular Ultrasound; KBT: Kissing Balloon Technique; LMT: Left Main Trunk; ISR: In-stent Restenosis.

One-Stent versus Two-Stent Strategy

According to the European bifurcation Club, the provisional approach involves stenting the LM to LAD with a reference diameter of LAD and post dilating the LM according to intravascular imaging assessment. If LCX is large and diseased, a provisional stent to LCX can be deployed (inverse provisional approach). Side branch rewiring should be done through the distal strut after the performance of adequate POT [74]. Kissing balloon inflation (KBI) is essential followed by final POT in case of two stent techniques. During the provisional stenting, need of second stent can be assessed by measuring the plaque burden of the side branch or can be predicted by pre-procedural ostial LCX MLA of <3.7 mm² or a pre-procedural ostial LCX plaque burden of >50% [75]. This predicts the post stent crossover FFR of <0.80 in the LCX. Rewiring the side branch through the particular proximal or distal struts can be ascertained by imaging as shown in figure 13 [76].
Stent Optimization

Malapposition in LMCA PCI is not common. Treatment is not essential as it is not associated with further cardiac events [77,78]. The only exception is when the patient requires rewiring which can be reduced by proper POT using the large balloon sized to inter intimal dimension can be used to reduce the rewiring. One should look for significant edge dissection and geographical miss, if significant should be treated with the deployment of another stent [79]. The criteria of LM IVUS-guided optimization are depicted in figure 14.

Figure 13: Imaging wire position during crossing side branch [76].

Figure 14: Criterions for LM IVUS-guided Optimization.
Side Branch Compromise

Patients who are particularly at risk of carina shift towards the side branch, due to high plaque burden or significant calcium [80] should be treated with KBI to restore flow. In case of significant shift, two stent strategies should be embarked on from the beginning. The eyebrow sign can be particularly of high importance to predict side branch closure after main branch stenting (figure 15) [81].

IVUS vs. OCT in LM PCI

IVUS may provide a better assessment of LM ostium because contrast injection does not require to be cleared from the lumen as in OCT. Also, the manual pullback allows specific imaging in the focal area of interest. OCT is superior in the assessment of various parameters such as malapposition, edge dissections, and geographic miss. But practical application of OCT in prediction of various clinical outcomes needs to be demonstrated.

Clinical Outcomes Using IVUS for LMPCI Observational Studies

Evidence is provided by various observational studies that various long term and short-term adverse outcomes like stent thrombosis, mortality, and myocardial infraction are being reduced by IVUS-guided PCI particularly in patients present with complex coronary lesions. Recently, Kubo T et al enrolled 100 patients present with the coronary artery disease in the OPUS-class
study to demonstrate the reliability of the IVUS for the measurement of the lumen diameter in comparison to the other techniques frequency domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) and quantitative coronary angiography (QCA). Results of the study suggested that the lumen area evaluated by the IVUS was significantly higher in comparison to the other techniques [82]. Further, findings of another observational study KAMIR (Korean acute myocardial infarction registry data) including 16264 patients suggested that various major adverse clinical outcomes MI, and stent thrombosis occurred less frequently in IVUS guided PCI group of patients after one-year follow-up [83].

**Meta-Analyses**

Benefits of IVUS guidance over the angiographic guidance in reducing the various short-term and long-term adverse outcomes have been demonstrated by multiple meta-analyses particularly in patients present with complex atherosclerotic lesions.

- A meta-analysis by Ahn JM, et al. of 3 randomized and 14 observational studies (26503 patients) indicated that risk of various adverse clinical outcomes like revascularization of the target lesion, stent thrombosis and myocardial infarction are reduced by the IVUS-guided PCI in comparison to the PCI guided by angiography method after the implantation of the drug-eluting stent [84].
- A meta-analysis by Frederik TW of a total of 9 studies (8 observational and 1 randomized controlled trial) with a total of 838,902 patients (796,953 Angio-guided PCI, 41,949 IVUS-guided PCI) demonstrated that all adverse clinical outcomes like mortality, myocardial infarction occurred less frequently in IVUS-imaging method guided patients’ group [85]. A meta-analysis by Yang RR, et al. of total 5 studies including 7830 patients present with coronary bifurcation lesion were included. In early follow-up, incidence of major adverse clinical outcomes was less in the IVUS-guided PCI group of patients. Furthermore, in long-term follow up study, incidence of cardiac death was reported lower in IVUS-guided PCI group of patients [86].
- Findings of a meta-analysis of 19 studies by Fahed Darmoch et.al in which 27,637 patients were included demonstrated that the risk of cardiovascular death and MI was less in the IVUS-guided PCI group of patients in comparison to the computed angiography alone [87].

**RCTs**

Favorable clinical outcomes of the IVUS-guided PCI have been demonstrated by the various smaller, single-center randomized clinical trials. 1400 patients having long coronary lesions were randomized by Hog SJ et al to either IVUS guided LM PCI or angiography [88]. In this study, in comparison to the angiography-guided PCI group (5.8%), in the IVUS-guided PCI group of patient’s rates of major adverse cardiac events (2.9%) were lower at the 1-year follow-up.
up. Another recent randomized trial by the Chieffo A, et al. randomized 284 patients present with the complex lesions to either angiographic or IVUS guidance [89]. Major cardiac adverse events combined with the revascularization of the target vessel target at the 1, 6, 9, 12 and 24 months were considered as the secondary endpoints of this study and primary end point of this study was the post-procedure lesion minimal lumen diameter. A significant difference in favour of the IVUS group was reported in the primary endpoint. However, at the follow-up of 24 months, in between the two groups, no marked difference was seen in the occurrence of major adverse cardiac events.

The summary of conclusion is summarized in Table 8. The future MACE risk was found to be higher in patients to have presence of four high risk plaque findings on OCT, in CLIMA registry [90].

| • Plaque at the entry of a side branch and “Eyebrow sign” on the longitudinal view are the good predictors for side branch occlusion. |
| • Plaque distribution in LMT bifurcation is not always related to angiographic classification. Carina always spared and the disease in diffuse rather than focal. |
| • 2nd wire position is important to obtain good stent expansion without stent deformation. |
| • Use longitudinal view to check guidewire passage to the SB (proximal, middle, or distal?) |
| • Try to achieve 5-6-7-8mm² endpoint to minimize ISR. |

Table 8: Take home messages for imaging of LM interventions.
† SB: Side Branch; LMT: Left Main Trunk; ISR: In-stent Restenosis.

OCT has strong ability to identify the patients who are at the huge risk of subsequent adverse cardiovascular events confirmed by the registry. The pre-defined morphologies on OCT with the simultaneous presence of four plaque with huge risk findings were adopted as pre-defined endpoints [91]. During the first year follow up, major adverse coronary event was experienced by the 20% of the patient, and 3.6% of non-culprit plaques had high risk features [92]. The event-free survival was seen in 3.5% of patients with the combination of MLA <3.5 mm², FCT <75 mm, lipid arc extension >180, and OCT-defined macrophage infiltration. Thus, limited sensitivity was exhibited by the OCT-based classification, but for various primary end point it exhibited high specificity and for 1-year events it remained an independent predictor. A fivefold greater risk of MACE was observed in diabetic patients who have more than 1 FFR negative lesion, TCFA positive which represented 25% of the population. The risk of future events in diabetic populations shows a paradigm shift due to the discrepancy between effect induced by the ischemia and vulnerable plaque.

**PCI in Chronic Renal Insufficiency**

The patients have a high rate of TLR post PCI if they suffer from chronic renal insufficiency. These types of patients, especially on dialysis,
have diffuse and calcified CAD. IVUS has the preference over OCT because IVUS can be done with low contrast and even zero contrast [94,95]. However, without using any contrast media or dextran injection, OCT has been performed.

**CTO intervention**

In CTO interventions the IVUS imaging in addition to being used for stent optimization has been used in other indications [97]. It can determine the entry point during antegrade approach when the proximal cap is ambiguous. It can be useful in navigating guidewire from sub-intimal space by re-entering the true lumen. It can also be used to evaluate that if the guidewire is presence in true or false lumen, both proximally and distally. This helps to avoid the deployment of the stent in the false lumen. IVUS imaging may be useful in retrograde navigation of guidewire into the antegrade true lumen. IVUS does not propagate the dissection as it occurs during OCT imaging. IVUS reduces the event rate at 1 year by 75% over angiography alone in CTO PCI [98]. The IVUS in different situations in CTO interventions is shown in figure 16.

![Figure 16: Use of IVUS in different situations in CTO interventions.](image)

**ISR and ST**

The stent failure occurs in the form of stent restenosis or stent thrombosis [99]. It can be evaluated by intracoronary imaging and the exact mechanism of failure can be ascertained. It is a highly recommended indication of imaging. In event of under expansion or malapposition post dilatation alone may be sufficient instead of implantation of another stent. OCT imaging method is recommended method to study the stent failure reason and necessary corrective action if required. OCT plays in a pivotal role in edge dissection, under expansion and malapposition. The cause and mechanism of stent thrombosis after DES implantation can be ascertained by OCT imaging (figure 17) [100].
Stent failure & optimization

- Useful insights are provided by the OCT method to understand the mechanism of failure of stent.
- Stent failure is multi-factorial
- CT and IVUS are equivalents and detailed assessment post-stenting is required to achieve optimal results
- The best treatment of stent failure=Avoidance of under expansion.

High Bleeding Risk

More intravascular Imaging to accurately treat high bleeding risk (HBR) patients must be used. Most of the short dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) trials exclude complex lesion(B2/C), CTOs, low EF <30%, Acute MI, SVG saphenous vein grafts (SVG)) lesions, ISR, multiple overlapping stents etc. Most patients with HBR have complex coronary anatomy due to age, diabetes, and chronic renal sufficiency. The application of intravascular imaging has demonstrated clear short term and long-term data to improve TLR and MACE rates for all patients, including HBR.

Current Stent/Short DAPT trials for HBR-Intravascular Imaging NOT Mandated. Onyx One- Biolimus vs Resolute ZES, non-inferior with one month of DAPT, however high event rates *17% MACE, *1.5% ST-imaging NOT mandated! SENIOR – Biodegradable Polymer DES in > 75-year-old patients better than BMS (low rate of ST 0.5% in 1 year, but high CVA rate 2%). LEADERS FREE-DCS (Drug-Coated Stent) stent vs BMS (Bare Metal Stents) for 30 days in HBR (Heartbeat Rate), excluded high-risk patients. Xience 28/90 (open-label trial, imaging not mandated, very low rates of ST).

New Stent/Vessel Technology

High-Definition imaging is crucial with new technology and/or shorter DAPT therapy. Angioplasty BMS, DES, Bioresorbable Scaffolds (BRS). The movement toward using a shorter DAPT regimen. Challenge: Imaging is essential for use of BRS technology. First-
generation (bulky): Not as deliverable as metallic stents can oversize by 0.5mm only. Absorb III-3-year data concern* (higher TVMI and thrombosis rate). STOPDAPT2 (Japanese Trial) 1-month DAPT non-inferior to 12 months DAPT >95% of cases used Intracoronary imaging. The healing process after stent implantation is important in ascertaining that the DAPT can be stopped if healing has occurred.

Intravascular Plaque Imaging-Vulnerable Atherosclerotic Plaque

IVUS can be used as an imaging tool for assessing plaque morphology. The greyscale is constructed by processing a backscatter signal. It can give many signs of vulnerability [101]. The various signs like positive vessel remodeling, plaque burden, spotty calcification, and presence of an echo lucent core, which represents a lipid-rich core. There is the limitation of the IVUS that it cannot tell us about the fibrous cap thickness but these limitations have been overcome by virtual histology IVUS (VH-IVUS). With VH-IVUS we can define plaque as having four components of fibrous fatty, necrotic and calcified. Thin cap fibroatheroma can also be differentiated by this method (Figure 18) [102].

![Figure 18: Virtual histology on IVUS imaging showing vulnerable plaque [102].](image)

Validation of virtual histology was done against the histology studies which is having the specificity of 93%. The finding of TCFA by VH-IVUS core related to the risk of future events. When it is combined with other parameters like plaque burden and higher necrotic core, core related with future events in PROSPECT trial [103]. OCT is an imaging modality, which can have greater resolution and therefore can recognize features of vulnerability more accurately like plaque rupture, cap thickness, erosion, and thrombus. It can also detect subintimal lipid deposition. OCT also can quantitate the macrophage content of the cap [104].

In comparison to the IVUS, OCT can provide better imaging of the ruptured atherosclerotic plaque with visible intimal flap and mixed thrombus at the arrow (figure 19) [102].
Another imaging method is the near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) which uses near-infrared light specific absorption patterns by cholesterol molecules. This way it can detect and also can quantify the presence of lipid in plaque. It is mounted on IVUS and maps a picture called “Chemogram”. It is found to be superior than IVUS alone to detect lipid cores [105]. There are reports of combining OCT with NIRS, which may further improve the accuracy of detection of lipid (Figure 20) [106,107].
The 14% cardiac events occur over four years among 900 patients in untreated benign non-flow-limiting lesions detected angiographically, as is reported in PROSPECT II trial [107]. The question is, how to treat these plaques? This is being addressed in FITTER and YELLOW III trials for PCKS9 inhibitors and local stenting in PREVENT trial [108-110]. The answer to treating non-flow-limiting lesions can depend upon the characteristic of the patient. It can vary according to the anatomy of the individual patient.

Also, the number of non-culprit lesions with vulnerable plaque could be accounted for the plaque composition can be important and the therapy can be a combination of different therapies tailored to different needs. In PROSPECT-II trials the lesions which were highly lipidic on NIRS and those who showed heavy plaque burden higher than 70% on IVUS and MLA of less than 4.0mm² were responsible for future events. Huge plaque burden was reported in such lesions with 7% MACE in each lesion followed for 4 years and patients who have both characteristics had a 13% risk of MACE. The analysis of this study had suggested that PCI on such vulnerable plaque was safe and effective also. However, the authors pointed out that unless these are studied in large, randomized trials the treatment of vulnerable plaques which are not ischemia producing remains controversial and whether to treat it with intensified pharmacotherapy or focal intervention remains to be seen [111].

Even limited imaging, however, appears to provide a glimpse into an individual patient’s underlying atherosclerosis morphology. The presence of one high-risk plaque implies the existence of others. What happens if these high-risk plaques do not cause mortality or MI? Plaque rupture and repair are frequently silent and repeated, resulting in lesion development and the requirement for revascularization rather than mortality or MI. Furthermore, serial intravascular imaging investigations have demonstrated that plaque shape can alter over time without inducing plaque rupture, particularly in stable patients taking high doses of statins. Finally, the stented lesions had a very low occurrence rate (2.6% over 2 years). Although no information regarding the stent implantation process was available, we believe the treatments were OCT-guided because the average 1-year event rate was identical to that reported in IVUS-XPL IVUS-optimized patients (Impact of Intravascular Ultrasound Guidance on Outcomes of Xience Prime Stents in Long Lesions) [112]. High risk of eventual ACS is associated with non-culprit plaques identified as both LRP and TCFA by the OCT imaging method at the lesion level. OCT may thus be beneficial in detection of vulnerable plaque [113].

**Micro OCT**

High-resolution imaging of the luminal microstructures of various biological tissues is offered by a new evolving imaging method known as Micro-Optical Coherence Tomography (µOCT) at both cellular and subcellular levels. A better understanding of various parameters such as coronary atherosclerosis natural history and healing of the vessel after the revascularization is facilitated by this technique. Initially, a bench-top microscopy system was used for...
the implementation of this technology which has shown broad applications in the in-vivo and ex-vivo studies. Recently, intracoronary catheter and single fibre optic OCT probe have been developed with the objective of implementation of μOCT at the clinical level in an efficient way. Intravascular μOCT catheter imaging potential is demonstrated by the atherosclerotic rabbit aortae in vivo and human cadaver coronary arteries ex-vivo. Furthermore, this technique plays marked role in the development of coronary atherosclerotic lesions due to its strong potential of typing the leukocytes and macrophages at cellular and intracellular levels. [114,115].

There is a case report of a flexible endoscopic μOCT probe that acquires three-dimensional images of the arterial microstructures via helical scanning in rabbits. It could image a cellular level feature with a rabbit artery with high-risk atheroma. In spite of various advantages, certain drawbacks such as reduced penetration depth due to its use at low wavelength and huge strain induced on data acquisition sensitivity by the huge amount of data collected in this technology are some of the drawbacks associated with it. This endoscopic μOCT can be a useful tool for imaging CAD plaques and stent histology (figure 21) [116].

**Figure 21:** analogy between clinical OCT and μOCT of a vulnerable plaque with microcalcification [116].

**Conclusion**

This review article describes about the patients and lesions where imaging may be most beneficial, along with up-to-date evidence for the effect of intracoronary imaging on cardiovascular outcomes. The IVUS and OCT can be used interchangeably in clinical practice although one has advantages and disadvantages over the others. Imaging is required in a wide array of the clinical spectrum including stent failure, LM disease, CTO & high bleeding risk patients and so on. Especially the usefulness of investigational tools like Micro-OCT and NIRS are evolving.
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